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When it Comes to Versatility, Encore’s Kenzie Tables Come out on Top
October 16, 2015, Cerritos, CA—From striking lobbies to posh lounges, hip higher education spaces and
contemporary corporate offices, one thing commercial interiors share in common is the need for attractive yet
resilient occasional tables.

Kenzie, the newest offering from Encore, meets this demand with style and ease,

complementing virtually any environment it calls home.
The brilliance of Kenzie’s design emerges from its multidimensional construction. Designed by David Dahl, its
interplay of materials is a celebration in contrast, yet subtle design details are continued throughout to maintain an
effortless cohesion.

Its generously proportioned round top seamlessly integrates with its delicate metal legs,

providing a unique sense of balance between shape and scale, as well as creating visual interest that makes it a
centerpiece in contract interiors.
All of the tables in the Kenzie collection are available in four surface options, including wood veneer, laminate, Corian
and back-painted glass. Both Maple and Walnut wood species are offered in any of Encore’s standard and custom
finish options to meet an even greater demand for aesthetic preferences. Likewise, metal legs are available in
Graphite, Metallic Silver, Chrome, and Satin Black—as well as premium finish options—that can bring practically any
room to life.
Available in three heights (16”, 18” and 20”) and four diameters (19”, 21”, 29” and 36”), Kenzie also demonstrates
exceptional versatility, making it the perfect companion to a variety of seating offerings in varying scales and
configurations. The gentle upward tapering detail of its legs further provides Kenzie with a unique profile that adds
depth and dimension.
“Kenzie marks Encore’s second collaboration with David Dahl, who previously designed the Suite guest, tandem,
lounge and bench collection,” says David Logsdon, Director of Sales. “Occasional tables continue to be a growing
segment of our business, and Kenzie provides another fantastic option to choose from with a simple, clean design
that’s suitable for anywhere a touch of relaxed sophistication is desired.”
— more —
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Regardless of the application, Kenzie brings together casual elegance with smart flexibility, the signature characteristics
for which Encore continues to be known.
#####
Raising the benchmark in design, comfort and flexibility, Encore is a leading provider of contemporary options-oriented seating and table products
for a host of applications, ranging from corporate offices to educational institutions, hospitality, healthcare facilities and more.
With a focus on flexibility and personalized attention, Encore strives to provide innovative solutions for ever-changing requirements and deliver
outstanding service for customers every time, offering standard lead-times of four weeks or less, an extensive Quick-Ship program, as well as
partnerships with some of the most widely recognized textile manufacturers in the industry.
Sharing strong organizational ties to parent company, Arcadia, they are able to draw upon an established knowledge base of product design,
engineering, sales and service, all the while maintaining competitive pricing and a comprehensive warranty on all products.

An assured

manufacturing capability, enduring commitment to new product development and responsive approach to customer service have solidified
Encore’s reputation as a leader in the contract furniture industry.
For more information, contact Tammie Alciatore, Brand Development Manager, at 800.585.5957 or tammiea@encoreseating.com.
Encore is an Arcadia company.

